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According to a computation of John G. Thompson [.5], the Chevalley- 
Dickson simple group G,(3) (of order 2’j . 3” * 7 . 13) has precisely one con- 
jugate class of involutions and if t is one of them, then the centralizer C of t 
in G,(3) has the following properties: 
(1) C has a normal subgroup C, of index 2. 
(2) C, = C,C, where Ci ‘v SL(2, 3), (i = 1, 2) C’, n C’, = Z(C,) = 
Z(C,) == (t). Also C, and C, commute elementwise. 
(3) cig c, i = 1,2. 
\Ve shall prove the following converse of this fact. 
THEOREM. Let G be a finite group of even order which has no subgroup qf 
index 2 and which possesses an involution z such that the centralizer H of z in G 
has the following properties: 
(i) H has a normal subgroup A’ of index 2. 
(ii) K = L,L, where Li N S”L(2, 3), (i -= I, 2), L, n L, -z: Z(L,) -; 
Z(L,) = (2) and [L, , LJ = 1. 
(iii) L, is normal in H, i = 1, 2. 
Then G is isomorphic to G,(3). 
A similar characterization of G,(q) where q is odd and y  ;> 3 was obtained 
by P. Fong. However, it seems that his method breaks down for q = 3 and so 
the group G,(3) has to be considered separately. 
The proof of the Theorem is obtained in the following way. At first it is 
shown that a group G satisfying the assumptions of our theorem must have 
precisely one conjugate class of involutions. Also it is shown that G is simple. 
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Then using the exceptional character theory we show that G possesses an 
elementary abelian subgroup of order 27. This determines a Sylow 3-nor- 
malizer in G. After that we show that the normalizer in G of any non identity 
subgroup of odd order is soluble. This is the crucial result which allows 
the use of the transitivity theorem of J. G. Thompson [.5]. The identification 
of G with G,(3) is then accomplished by using another theorem of 
J. G. Thompson [.5]. 
In the whole paper G will denote a finite group satisfying the assumptions 
of our theorem. The other notation is standard. (See [.5]. 
I. THE FUSION OF INVOLUTIONS IN G 
Let T be an S,-subgroup of H. Then T n K = Q1Q2, where 
Qi = T n Li (z’ = 1, 2) are quaternion groups. Assume that T is not an 
S,-subgroup of G. Then there exists a 2-subgroup T* of G which contains T 
as a subgroup of index 2. We must have Z(T*) C T and Z(T*) n (z) = 1. 
Thus T = Q1 . Qz x Z(T*) an so T’ = (2). But then (z) (I T*, a contra- d 
diction. Hence T is an &-subgroup of G. 
Assume now that C(L,) g K for an i E (1,2}. We may then choose the 
notation so that C(L,) $ K. We have H = L,C(L,) where C(L,) n K = L, . 
Suppose that there exists an involution x E C(L,) \L2 . All the involutions 
in K \~, z,) are conjugate in H and if t is one of them, then 1 Cli(t)l = 25. 
By a transfer theorem of J. G. Thompson [5], we have that x is conjugate 
in G to an involution in K. Let X be an Sa-subgroup of C,(X). Then 
S := <xi x (X n K) and since X is non-abelian we have X’ = (2). Hence 
:,a> char S and so X is an .$-subgroup of C,(X). I f  x is conjugate in G to z, 
then X ( = 2”. I f  x is conjugate in G to t, then ! X 1 3 25 and so x induces 
an inner automorphism on L, . In particular C(L,) = L,(C(L,) n C(L,)). In 
any case 1 Z(T)1 = 4 where T is an S,-subgroup of H. I f  Z(T) is cyclic, then 
take any involution y  E T \ K. Since (2) char C,(y), we have that y  must 
be conjugate in G to an involution t E (T n K) \ (2). Since Z(T) centralizes 
T n K, it follows that T 4 H and so an Sa-subgroup of H centralizes Z(T). 
In particular X(Z(T)) = H and so G is not 2-normal. There is an element 
a E G such that (Z(T))a f  Z(T) and (Z(T))” C H. Since a # H we have 
Z(T) n Z(T)O = I. In particular z is conjugate in G to an involution in 
T 1, ix; which is not the case. If  Z(T) is elementary, then we realize that the 
three involutions in Z(T) must lie in three distinct conjugate classes in G 
because T does not admit an automorphism of order 3 which acts faithfully 
on Z(T) (since T’ = (z)). But then we get a contradiction by the transfer 
theorem of J. G. Thompson. It follows that there are no involutions in 
C(L,) \ L, . This implies that L, E GL*(2, 3) where GL*(2, 3) is the non- 
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splitting extension of a group of order 2 by S, which has only one involution. 
Let y  be any involution in W\ K. Then C,(y) -= ;y \ x C’&) and 
(C,(y))’ == (z> which shows that y  must be conjugate in G to f  E K , ~2 . 
But then G is 2-normal which contradicts the fact that G has no subgroup of 
index 2. \Ve have proved the following result: 
LEMMA i. An S,-subgmrp 1‘ of N is an &-subgroup of G. .-llso C(L,) -= L, 
and C(L,) :: L, . 
-4ssume now that there arc no involutions in f f  , K. Since Z(T) ,z, , 
G is not 2-normal. It follows that z is conjugate in C to an involution t’ 
in K \ ,,x>. We have / C;r(t); = 2” and C,(t) = G,(C,(P)). Let 7’,’ be an 
&-subgroup of C’,(t’) containing CH(t’). ‘I’hen C&t’) (1 T* and so z 4 Y’,’ 
because <zi m= (CK(t’))‘. This is a contradiction. Hence thcrc is an involution t 
in II‘\ K. Also t induces outer automorphisms on I,, and L, and so 
Li(tj z GL(2, 3), i = 1, 2. 
LEMMA 2. There is an imolution f  in 11 \ K and I,; ;ti E GL(2, 3), 
i = 1,2. 
In the rest of the paper we shall USC the following notation. Let F’, m:: 0~2 
be an X,-subgroup of Li which is inverted by a fixed involution t E 11 x, K, 
i = 1, 2. 1Ve put Qi = O,(L,) = (ai , b,), i mm_ I, 2. Also we assume that 
ait L ai1 and bit = sib, , i = 1, 2. We put P P, x I’;!. Then P is an 
&-subgroup of H, C,(P) = P x ~2,’ and -V,(P) ~~ P, t, z,% . .\lso we have 
C&Pi) --: Pi x Lj, iv,(PJ = (Pi Y Lj)~t’ where {i,ji :-= 11, 21. The 
group T = QIQz(t) is an &-subgroup of G. 
The group H has precisely three conjugate classes of involutions with the 
representatives z, ala, and t. Also we have CH(alaz) = o1 , a, , b,b, , t 
where Z(C,(a,aJ) = /x, t> and CH(t) mm t, ~,a,, z where C,(t) is 
elementary abelian of order 8. Obviously, we have K 11’. 
I f  z is conjugate in G to a,a, , then by the transfer thcoretn of Thompson 
we get i(G) == 1 (i.e. G has precisely one conjugate class of involutions). 
I f  z is not conjugate in G to ala2 , then by the 2-normality argument 2 is 
conjugate in G to t. Hence in any case u” is conjugate in G to t. 
Let A be an elementary abelian subgroup of order 8 of T. Then -V7(=1)/;1 
contains a four-group. 
Put A = CH(t). Then C,(A) == iz and both .VH(J)/-4 and (L\7(,4) n Cc(t))/A 
contain four-groups. Thus N,(il)/A 2 S,% and so i(G) = 1. 1Ve have proved 
the following result. 
LE!MMA 3. The Group G has precisely one cozjugate class of involutions. 
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2. THE SIMPLICITY OF G 
T,EYIMA 4. The group G is simple. 
Proof. Assume that O,,(G) f  I. Then acting on O,(G) with a four-group 
we get a contradiction since O,,(H) = I. Assume that O”‘(G) f  G. Then 
T i O?‘(G) and N(T) covers G,102’(G) which is not possible since IV( 7’) = T. 
Assume finally that G is not simple. Then G has a normal subgroup M sluch 
that both G/M and Mare of even order. Since 7’ is generated by its involutions 
this contradicts Lemma 3. Hence G is simple. 
3. THE ESCEPTIOSAL ~H,ARACTER THEORY OF G 
Since H/L, ‘v S, , i = 1, 2, the character table of tl is easily obtained. 
The irreducible characters x1 , x2 ,..., x5 of H are the irreducible characters of 
[{,/I,, . The irreducible characters x6 , x7 , ,yR come from H/L, . The characters 
x9 ,..., xl4 are the faithful irreducible characters of H/(n) obtained by con- 
sidering various products of characters xi , i c< 8. The faithful characters 
x13 ,..., xzo of H are obtained by orthogonality relations. 
In this section we assume that P is an S,-s&group of G. Let us consider 
at first CG(g.(). We know that N,(P,) =m (Pi x Lj) If,, where (i,j} = (I, 2). 
Obviously Qj is an &-subgroup of C(u,) and so by a result of Brauer and 
Suzuki [I] we get that C(uj) = O,,(C(u,))L, . Acting with the four-group \~t, 2‘) 
on O,,(C(,,)) we see that O,,(C(oi)) ‘. 1s a 3-group and so O,,(C(U~)) = ~~0, j. 
This shows that CG(oi) C H, i -= 1, 2. CZonsider now N~(!alo2’~;) where 
12 _ 1 or -1. Obviously ::z: is an &-subgroup of CG(qgzi.) and so C’(~U,~~) 
has a normal 2-complement JJk . Again actin g on IIf/< with the four-group 
I’ ,.t, 2: we realize that 44, is a 3-group and so :lfk -= P. Hence we get 
CG(cr1u21s) C H, K = 1, -1. In particular C,(P) = &;i(P) m- P x ~~“1 and 
so I\~~(P) = P(t, x>. The eiements o1 , c? , q+ and ala;’ lie in four distinct 
conjugate classes in G. 
W:e use now the exceptional character theory of Suzuki [4]. As the special 
classes of Ii we take the roots of u” and the elements of order 3 in I-I. Then 
the module (over the ring of integers) of the generalized characters of 1-I 
which vanish outside of the special classes of II has the following basis: 
$1 = Xl - XT, -i- x20 1 
$2 = X6 - X3 , 
*3 = xl3 - x3 ) 
lb4 = x14 - x:3 ) 
$5 -= x11 - x12 > 
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$6 = x17 - xzo ) 
*7 = X18 -x20 J 
?A3 = x19 - xm 3 
$9 = x7 - x4 1 
410 = x5 - X8 3 
$11 = Xl _L x2 -X3 7 
lcIl2 = Xl5 + Xl6 - X20 P 
$13 = x4 + X8 - Xl2 1 
*14 = x2 - Xl0 i- x20 9 
$15 = x3 +x12 -x20. 
Let X be an irreducible character of G which appears with the multiplicity 
ni == q(X) = (X, #:) in the induced generalized character 4: of G. Then 
using the Frobenius reciprocity law we get for any element CJ which is con- 
tained in the set of the special class of H: 
We have that $?(I) = 0, (1, #,*,) = (1, #Q), <#” , #,*) = (1’4~ , $ji. 
Also G is simple and so the principal character 1 of G is the only linear 
character of G. All these facts show that we may put 
where ci = Al and XI , X, are distinct nonprincipal irreducible char- 
acters of G. Also we may assume that ’ 2Y2 , C/J,*;) = 0 for k == 2, 3 ,..., 15. 
This together with the fact that #f(z) = $r(z) gives at once that 
X,(z) = 4E1 , Xa(z) = -9~ and Xz(u) = -~axs(u) for any element u of 
the special classes of H. Put ciX,(l) = x2’, , i = 1,2. Then summing up X, 
on H we get x2 3 -153 (mod 576). Since (cI1( 1) = 0 we then get x, 7% 152 
(mod 576). The Suzuki order formula corresponding to #r , 4;: and H gives 
at once 
2” . x1 .:1 + x1) * (Xl - 8)2 = 28 - 3” * 52, 
where 
g=iGI and 
23 . .x1 ."(* + x1) 
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is an integer prime to 6. It follows that either - 8 x1 143 or - 8 x1 720. 
Tn the first case == 2” 3a . 52 . 17 . 19, which R contradicts the Sylon- 
thcorcm for prime 3. In the second case v-e get ,: 2” . 3” . 7 * 13 which 
contradicts our assumption. 1i-c have proved the following result. 
4. ~4 sYI,O\V 3-?;ORhIAI.IZER IS G 
Obviously, z,; is an S,-subgroup of C(P) ~~ C,(P). Thus C(P) has a 
normal 2-complement F. Since H covers :V(P),‘C’(P), we have N(P) = Et, z . 
It follows that P is a 3-group containing P. By Lemma 5, we have ; p j >: 3”. 
We may assume (by replacing f  with tz, if necessary) that CF(t) f  1 and so 
PC’,(t) is elementary abelian of order .‘::27. We have proved: 
LEMMA 6. We haee -VG(P) : O,(S(P)),t, z,, where / O,(N(P))i ;: 3”. 
4-In S,-subpoup of G possesses an elementary abelian subgroup of order 27. 
.llso O,(iV(P)) centralizes P. 
Obviously, Qj is an &-subgroup of C(P,). Thus, by a result of Brauer 
and Suzuki [1], C(P,) : 02(C(Pi))Lj where {i, j] =: {I, 2). We have 
,V(P,) = /t> C(P,) and acting on O,(C(P,)) with ~{t, z,\ we realize that 
Mi = O,(C(Pi)) is a 3-group. By I,emma 6, Mi I) P, . Since t is conjugate to 
ta in N(Pz), vvc have 1 CAMz(t)I =~ C,c(tx)j and so ~ LUi 1 =~ 33 or j 112; I 3”. 
Since C(P) C C(P,), we have O,,(C(P))I -7 3” or 3a. (If i ,lZj 1 == 3”, then 
obviously- ~ C, (P,i)! .z; 3”.) \Vc get the following result: 
LEMMA 7. We have ;V(Pi) = ,VZ,L,’ t.; where 91; == O,(N(Pi)) and 
{i,,j) {I, 2). Also ~ Afi =_ 33 or 3” and / O,(C(P)) - 33 OY 34. We hme 
cqf)l = c,t(tz)~ -~ 3 or 9. 
obviously, ‘2,~ is an S,-subgroup of C((~ru~~) where k t {I, - 1;. ‘l’hus 
C(ur~~~) has a normal 2-complement NQP) and -V(c vrufl,)) _ ix, f,:i\T,c . 
Thus N,> is a 3-group of order .,-27. \&:e have: 
\2:c note that 0, is not conjugate in G to L,z (since u1 is not conjugate in 
G to a.J. It follows that q is not conjugate in G to 0:‘. . Also (2; is an S,-sub- 
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group of C(qa2”) where k E { 1, - 11 and so no one of u1 , ua is conjugate in 
G to any of or+, qa;‘. Assume that there exists u E G such that 
(UpJ’~ = ulu;l. Then (~,a, . z)” U1c7~ --] zlL, where (z’“\ is an &-subgroup 
of C(u,a,r). Thus there exists an element x E C(u,u-l) such that zUc = z. 
\l’c get (up2 * zy L qug’ . z which is not the case. \I’e have proved the 
following important result: 
IXMMA 9. The elements q , u2 , u102 and alug 1 lie illf0z.u distinct conjqate 
classes in G. 
\Ve assume now that : Mi ~ == 27 for an i t { 1,2j. Because of the symmetry 
we may assume that 1 Mr = 27. Then P = O,(LV(P)) is elementary abelian 
of order 27 and in fact P = P2 x CM1(Pz). We may assume that 
C,W,(P,) := Pr x CAMI( Note that z acts fixed-point-free on Mz/Pz and 
~K’2~P, :mm (C(t) n M,JPJ(C(t,z) n Ma/P,). I f  , Mz ( = 3”, then considering 
the Jordan normal form of a matrix which corresponds to the automorphism 
of the elementary abelian group lkT2/P2 induced by ur we get that 
~ C(UJ n MJP, 1 i,. 33 and so 1 O,(N(P)’ > 3”, a contradiction. Hence we 
also have ; ilIz =-= 27. Put 9-N = ;lflP, . Since .z acts fixed-point-free on 
L13,/P, , it follows that 111; C PI . Since Mr = CM~(P,)CAwl(t~), we get that 
!11i is of exponent 3. If  M1 is non abelian, then PI = Z(~%R), N(%Q) C N(P,) 
and so $31 is an &-subgroup of G. But then PlM2 is also an &-subgroup of G 
and Z(P,MJ = P, which is a contradiction since PI is not conjugate in 
G to P, We have proved that both Mr and M, are elementary abelian of 
order 27. We also have Z(rJJ) =- CM1(PS) and M1 = PI x [Ml , Q2] where 
[Mr , Qz] is normal in LV(Pl). Thus W = CM1(f) and C,(M,) = n/l: . 
Let @ be an &-subgroup of C(P,) which contains P. Then / ‘sjy : P 1 == 3 
and % n N(P,) = P. In particular N(P) g IV(PJ. We want to determine 
the structure of :V(P)/P. 1Ve have _V(P) n X(P,) = YR<t, z). We note that 
I’ \ , llfr contains precisely 6 conjugates of 0% , 6 conjugates of uluz and 6 
conjugates of n;‘ue (under the action of <t)MJ. Thus ur cannot be con- 
jugate in S(P) to any element in P‘\ f&Z1. Clearly, C(P) = P and 
13 f  AY(P)/P since the elements of order 3 in P lie in at least four distinct 
conjugate classes in G. Thus ;V(P)/P is a (2, 3)-group. Since C,(x) = P, it 
follows that C(z) n iV(P) -= P,‘t, z>. Kate that I C,(z)] = 9, 1 CF(t)i = 3, 
C,(k); ~~~ I and so the involutions z, t, fs lie in three distinct conjugate 
classes in :V(P). In particularIt, z) in an &subgroup of N(P) and N(P) has 
a normal 2-complement !W, (which contains 911). Since N(P) $ N(P,), 
it folloivs that !W, r> ‘351 and 1 !N, : %l,JL i =: 3”, a 3 1. If  a > 2, then (T~ has 
at least 9 conjugates in V(P) which all 1’ ie in P n AT1 . This is not possible and 
so a = I, !UJ31 (! 9X, . It follows that O,(N(P),IP) is elementary abelian of 
order 9. 1Vc shall study now the group 91311, of order 3”. \I’e have 93’ 4 5tJ2,. and 
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so !JJ1’ = /a’>, where 0’ is conjugate in G to uluz’( for a suitable h E {I, -I]. 
Also 2(9X) (1 !JJ& . We consider the action of .t, 2,) on ‘JJ1, . I f  A =-- Cl,,; (t) 
has order 9, then .4 n 9J331 = ‘JJI’.The group *4Z(r331) has order 27 andrso 
A 4 42(911). By Lemma 6, =1Z(YJI) ‘7 b I’ 1s a e ran. In particular P, I Z(‘331,) 
which is a contradiction. Hence we must have C,,; (tj ~~ !?rl’ and so !IJ3r/!IJ3J1’ 
is abelian. It follows that !lJ1; I)(!IJi,) m= !IJlli’ and 1 C:,; (tz)l - 9. Hence 
&Zr 4 %I& and N(Mr) !$ :\-(Pr). But PI 1s not conjugate-ir!r G to \331: and so 
13 r 1 X(M,)/Mr ~. BP analying the structure of GL(3, 3) and noting that 
Q/t> must be an &-subgroup o g X(~12,) we XC that ?iT(M,),‘M, is a faithful 
extension of an elementarv abelian group of order 9 b\- GL(2, 3). 
Thus N(Mr) == m&a/f, where JI, -: O,(X(Mr)) has order 3” and 
Mr n N(P,) = Mr . We must have that -Y(fj) C N(Mr) and since P is 
<t, x)-admissible so is \%I& = O,~(:V(P) n N(M,)). Hence the group 
M = ‘%R,Mr is of order 3F and is \t, u” -admissible. Put B ~~~ C,(tj. Then 13 
is elementary of order 9 and B n ‘351, 9J1; . I,et (T E B \ !IJJi and act with 
o on ~YJ&/!IJ~~ . Then we see that the centralizer of o on !lR,i!IJ)J1; has order +3” 
and so C(B) n M has order ,> 3”, a contradiction. We have proved the 
following result: 
LEMMA 10. We must haze ~ Ml ; - i M, I = 3”. 
Since z acts fixed-point-free on iVr/Pr , we have Ml C P, . ‘I’hus ;kI, is 
of exponent 3. Also we have / CMl(t)l = CIMl(tz’I -= 9. Also / O,(C(P))l := 3’ 
and so Ml is not abelian. We have Mi :-= D(Mr) = PI . Put M == P,M, 
If Z(M,) = PI , then Z(M) = PI and so M is an &-subgroup of G. But 
then an &-subgroup of C(P,) has order 36 and so is an &-subgroup of G. 
This is a contradiction since PI is not conjugate in G to P, . Thus we have 
Z(M,) 3 PI and Z(Mr) + Mr . Since Qz acts faithfully on Z(AJl)/P, , it 
follows that Z(M,) is elementary of order 27. We have C(Mr) =- Z(Mr) and 
C(P,) n Z(Mr) = Z(M) is elementary of order 9. \Ve may assume that 
Z(M) =z PI x (C(t) n Z(Ml)). 
We want to determine N(M). Acting with f,  z on O,,(iY(i\Z)) we XC 
that :1f == @(N(M)). Since 1 C(z) n Z(M)~ = 3, ~ C(t) n Z(M)’ = 3 and 
1 C(tz) n Z(M): = 1, it follows that tz is not conjugate in !Y(M) to f  or z. 
Assume that (t, z> is not an &-subgroup of ,Y(X). Let CT be a 2-subgroup 
of N(M) which contains (t, z, as a subgroup of index 2. Then ts E Z(L’) 
which contradicts the structure of C’(~Z) 2 C’C-,(t2j. Thus j t, z, is an S,- 
subgroup of N(M) and N(M) has a normal ?-complement. This shows that 
N(M) = M(t, z‘,. We have proved: 
LEnrM.% 11. A Sylozc 3-subgroup Al of G has order 3fi. ,-Also %(:11) is elemew 
tary of order 32 and N(M) == &i,,t, z, , where (t, z\ is a four-group. 
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5. SOLUBILITY OF CERTAIN NORMALIZERS IK G 
The purpose of this section is to prove the following result: 
I,EMMA 12. Let S he a non-identity subgroup cf G of odd order. Then 
.V,(S) is soluble. 
ProoJ Let S + 1 be subgroup of maximal possible odd order such that 
:V(S) is nonsoluble. By a result of Feit and Thompson [2], N(S) has even 
order. Also S is soluble. 
Assume at first that N(S) does not contain a four-subgroup. It follows that 
an &-subgroup Y of N(S) is generalized quaternion. By a result of Brauer 
and Suzuki [I], we have X(S) := S(C(Q,(Y)) n -V(S)) and so N(S) is soluble. 
We have proved that N(S) contains a four-subgroup 1’ and so S is a 
3-group. Let I’ be an ,g,-subgroup of N(S) and let z be an involution in 
Z(Y). By a result of Glauberman [3], z is conjugate in AV(S) to an involution 
Z’EY,.zfZ’. 
Assume at first that C,(Z) = 1. Then Cs(z’) = 1 and so ZZ’ centralizes S. 
It follows that 1 S I < 9 and we know that N(S) is soluble. This shows that 
I C,(z)1 = 3 or 9. 
Assume now that 1 C,(z)1 = 9. Then Z’ acts invertingly on C,(Z) and Y 
normalizes C,(Z). It follows that Y = (z, z’) and since N(S) has no normal 
2-complement we get that the involutions x, z’, ZX’ lie in the same conjugate 
class of N(S). This gives 1 S 1 = 36 which contradicts Lemma 11. 
1ve have proved that 1 C’,(Z), = 3. Al so Z’ acts invertingly on C,(x) and 
C’,(z’)l = 3. If  j S / = 9, then C(S) must be nonsoluble which is not the 
case. Hence C,(ZZ?) = 3 or 9. I f  Cs(zz’) = 9, then ZZ’ is not conjugate 
in N(S) to z or 2’. Let U be a 2-subgroup of iv(S) containing <z, z’> as a 
subgroup of index 2. Then XZ’ E Z(U) which contradicts the structure of 
C(ZZZ’) 5, o’Cs(az’). Hence (a, z’) is an &-subgroup of N(S) and so N(S) has 
a normal 2-complement, a contradiction. We have proved that 1 C,(zs’)( = 3 
and so 1 S ~ = 27. Since C(S) <I N(S) and C(S) has odd order we get (by 
maximality of S) that C(S) C Z(S). I f  / S ’ / = 3, then S’ is centralized by an 
involution and S’ 4 N(S), a contradiction. It follows that S is elementary 
abelian and X(S)/S acts faithfully on S. Thus N(S)/S contains SL(3, 3) 
(which is a minimal simple group) and in particular N(S) contains an Sa- 
subgroup M of G. By Lemma 11,2(M) is elementary abelian of order 9. Also 
Z(M) C S. Hence M/S acts as a stability group of automorphisms of 
the chain S1 Z(M) 1 1. But the stability group of automorphisms of this 
chain has order 9. This contradiction proves the lemma. 
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6. 2-SIGNALIZERS AXD 3-SIGNALIZERS IN c; 
Since CH(nla.J \ n, , ~1~ , b,b, , t , it follows that the elementary abclian 
group 12, a1n2 , b,b, is normal in T. Wcncc GQJ&,(2) is not empty. 
Proof. Assume that B E VI(.J) ad U I.- I. Fly a resuit of l;eit~‘l’hoIllpson 
[2], B has odd order. Hence ,O is a 3-group. I,et t be an involution in . i such 
that B, : CB(t) + 1. Then ~ E1 ~ . . 9 and A.I normalizes R, This contradicts 
the structure of ;V(B,) and proxs the lemma. 
Proof. \f:e know that X(Jfl) is elcmentaq of order 27 and Z(JZ1)~-~ :2f1P, 
‘l’his shows that EK91,(3) r’ j . Ixt I. r: M( CT) and assume that I’ ?: 1. 
By a result of Feit-Thompson [?I, i- is d 3’-group. Assume that I. is of even 
order. Let F1 be an S,-subgroup of 1. such that I -1 is normalized by i:. Put 
C;-C,(I’,).If~~~:,-3,then~l, --OandsoiI, 2. But then C 
centralizes 1; , a contradiction. Thus I ‘I 3 and I :/ 15, acts faithfully 
on l’,/D( I#;). In particuiar I I-JD( I .1) 21. The case I .1 I ~= 2’; is not 
possible since an S,-subgroup of G is self normalizing. If  D( lF1)l 2, 
then C,: centralizes D( I .I), a contradiction. Thus D( T .J I which contradicts 
the structure of C( C;). 
\Ve have proved that I’ is of odd order. Let 0 + 1 bc a maximal element 
of VI( 1:; p), where p is a prime distinct from 2 and 3. Our Lemma 12 shoivs 
that we can use the transitivity theorem of Thompson [5] and ne see that 
the masimal elements of M((‘; p) are permuted transitively b) conjugation 
with the elements in C(U). This implies that Q is normalized b>, an SF,- 
subgroup ?if of 6. There is an elementary abelian subgroup S of oi’dcr 9 of’ 
M such that every element in S is centralized by an involution in G. Hut .-\ 
cannot act fixed-point-free on 0. This contradicts our results in Section 4. 
The lemma is proved. 
7. THE IDESTIFICXIW\ w G WITH G,(3) 
WC are now in a position to apply the following result of J. G. 
Thompson [S]: 
G,(3) is the only jkite simple group G with the following pvopevties: 
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(4 2,3 E n,(G). 
(b) 1fp E (2, 3), G, is u S,-subgroup of G and A E 6K’91n,(G,), thez VI(A) 
is trivial. 
(c) The normalizer of every non-identity 3-subgroup of G is soluble. 
(d) The cenfer of an &-subgroup of G is non cyclic. 
(e) The centralizer of every involution of G is soluble. 
(f) G has a soluble subgroup D such that D cofztaim a non cyclic abeliafl sitb- 
group of order 8 and an elementary subgroup of type (3, 3) each element of which 
centralizes a subgroup in N(3). 
In our group G n-e can take for D the central&x N of z. Since the center 
of an &-subgroup of G is noncyclic, so apparently, (f) holds. The other 
conditions (a) to (e) we have verified already. Thus G is isomorphic to G,(3) 
and our Theorem is proved. 
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